Incorporated in 2017 and based in Pontypridd, South Wales, Landscapes for Learning Limited provide mud kitchens, explorer tables, buddy benches, water walls, ovens and other outdoor educational equipment. We supply parents, primary schools and other early years educational settings across the UK and Ireland.

Using only pressure treated timbers & galvanised screws and complying with RoSPA recommendations, our products are built to last in any weather and durable enough for even the most enthusiastic mud slinger!

We are a responsible organisation that is committed to protecting the environment, ensuring compliance with all environmental legislation and continually minimising its environmental impact as much as is reasonably practicable. We consider our main environmental impacts to be emissions from the use of transport and consumption of materials. To minimise our transport impact, we encourage vehicle sharing and (also to promote a healthy lifestyle) cycling to work.

To reduce material wastage, we design our products to maximise the use of the raw materials and avoid excessive “off-cuts.” Any waste wood generated we give to a social enterprise for reuse. We use only sustainable or environmentally-friendly products. We ensure our wood is sourced form sustainable FSC certified forests.

We support the Welsh Government’s objectives outlined in The Well Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.

We are committed to the following:

- The protection of the environment.
- Compliance with environmental legislation and approved codes of practice that are relevant to Landscapes for Learning Ltd.
- Setting targets for continual improvements of our environmental performance.
- Actively promoting the waste hierarchy treatment of reduce, reuse and recycle and to ensure the safe disposal of waste where reuse or recycling is not viable.
- Continual monitoring and reviewing of our environmental impact.
- Raising awareness of environmental issues with all employees of Landscapes for Learning Ltd.
- Communicating the environmental aims and objectives to all staff and stakeholders.
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